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Multiple Time Constant Modeling of Dispersion
Dynamics in Hetero Field-Effect Transistors
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Abstract—A new approach to the modeling of frequency dispersion effects encountered in the drain current characteristics
of state-of-the-art hetero field-effect transistors is presented.
The empirical, equivalent-circuit based model is dedicated to
efficient microwave circuit design and allows for the inclusion of
individual dispersion effects, taking into account their respective
time constants. The proposed topology allows for small- and
large-signal analysis in both the time and frequency domains.
Parameter extraction and verification of the model is carried
out using pulsed-I–V and dc measurements as well as microwave
frequency -parameter characterization of both a GaAs pseudomorphic high electron mobility transistor (pHEMT) and an InP
pHEMT technology. Finally, the model is employed in the design
and realization of a GaAs pHEMT traveling-wave monolithic
microwave integrated circuit. Simulation results are compared to
measurements with a focus on figures of merit which are affected
by frequency dispersion.
Index Terms—Integrated circuit modeling, MODFETs, semiconductor device modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

ODAY’s high-performance hetero field-effect transistor
(HFET) technologies show significant frequency-dispersive effects, mainly affecting the device’s current–voltage (IV)
characteristics by introducing a frequency and time dependence
to drain current. Dispersion is observed in classical GaAsand InP-based technologies as well as in the more recent GaN
HFETs. Among the physical effects responsible for dispersion are thermal- or self-heating effects, predominantly in
GaAs-based devices due to the substrate’s low thermal conductivity. Trapping and detrapping of carriers and occupation of
interface states are present in all HFET types and depend on
layer and interface quality. Impact ionization, predominant in
small bandgap devices like InGaAs/InP, but also occurring in
other HFETs at high drain potentials, also introduces dispersive
dynamic behavior. All of the above effects may empirically be
described by their quantitative impact on device characteristics
and an associated time constant or corner frequency.
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State-of-the-art modeling of frequency dispersion is generally focused on the physical description of one particular
effect while neglecting the others. Since the impact of any of
the above mentioned dispersion effects is most pronounced on
output conductance, earlier dispersion models concentrated on
characteristics [1], [2]. Thermal models incorporate
the
channel temperature as a variable of a thermal subcircuit [3].
An empirical circuit topology often encountered combines a
static and a dynamic current source via a dc-blocking capacitor
[4], [5]. Another empirical approach to modeling dispersion
is the use of equivalent voltage sources in the FET circuit
topology [6]. More recently, GaN-based devices have gained
high importance due to their power capabilities at microwave
frequencies. Frequency dispersion in these devices lead to the
so-called radio-frequency (RF) current collapse [7]. Thermal
and trap-related modeling of dispersion has been carried out,
e.g., for GaN metal–semiconductor FET devices [8]. If at all,
commercial models offer simple methods to include frequency
dispersion, such as single time constant thermal subcircuits [9].
On the system level, frequency dispersion is responsible for
memory effects and treated by behavioral modeling [10], [11].
Here, we describe an empirical, equivalent-circuit-based
dispersion model dedicated to the efficient use in microwave
circuit design. The new dispersion circuit topology offers
accurate description of devices exhibiting different dispersion
effects, taking into account their respective time constants and
impact on IV characteristics. After introducing the modeling
approach, the dispersion model is described in terms of smalland large-signal topologies and parameters. The model is
then applied to a 0.15- m AlGaAs/InGaAs/GaAs pHEMT
GHz as
technology [12] with a transit frequency of
well as to a 0.2- m InP–InGaAs–InP pHEMT [13] with an
of 120 GHz. Although not discussed in this paper, the same
dispersion modeling technique has been found to be applicable
to a Si-based technology, namely, a 0.1— m strained-Si/SiGe
MODFET [14]. The model is verified and shown to accurately
predict dispersion dynamics observed in:
• the devices’ -parameters from 50 MHz to 50 GHz in the
microwave regime;
• the time-domain large-signal transient drain current observed in pulsed-IV measurements.
This paper offers the possibility to include different frequency
dispersion effects in a universal, efficient large-signal simulation
model. In contrast to most other approaches, the transition between different dispersion states is accurately modeled, offering
true broadband description of dispersive devices. The dispersion part is incorporated in a full HFET equivalent circuit containing nonlinear gate current and capacitance characteristics.
Being fully implemented into a circuit simulation environment,
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the model is then employed in the design and realization of a
GaAs pHEMT distributed monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC). The comparison of measured and simulated circuit performance further validates the model.
II. DISPERSION MODEL
A. Single Dispersion Source Approach
The basis of the dispersion model topology discussed here is
the assumption that individual dispersion effects introduce an
exponentially decaying time-domain characteristic to the free
carrier density and, due to the proportionality between carrier
.
density and current, to the resulting drain-source current
Applying a step change in either one of the controlling voltages
and
at time
will result in a step response of the
carrier density and the drain current of the form

Fig. 1. Large-signal equivalent circuit of a single dispersion effect.

(1)
where is the time constant associated with one particular disis the current flowing immediately after the
persion effect,
voltage change when a particular physical condition responsible
for dispersion, e.g., channel temperature, trap occupation etc.,
.
is the drain current
is still in the state of condition
under the new voltage conditions when the dispersion effect has
adapted to the new voltage regime. The approach of (1) implicitly assumes a constant, i.e., time and voltage independent, time
constant .
The assumption of an exponentially decaying step response
due to a single dispersion effect is well founded in the case
of thermal dispersion as well as trapping/detrapping effects.
The frequency dependence introduced by impact ionization to
the small-signal characteristics of InP-based HFETs has been
shown to obey the same principle [15].
, the step response
Introducing the Heaviside function
of the drain current can be written as
(2)
Equation (2) has the well-known form of a single-pole or
first-order system transfer function. Since drain current is a
nonlinear function of two independent controlling voltages
and
, the step response to a change in one of the
controlling voltages is found by partial differentiation of (2),
and
.
yielding
Differentiation in time-domain results in the pulse responses
and
. Making
and its sifting property,
use of the Dirac pulse function
they can be written as
(3)
(4)
The proposed equivalent circuit used to obtain the above dispersive drain current characteristics is shown in Fig. 1.
In parallel to the static current source , the dispersion cur,
rent is formed by a voltage-controlled current source

Fig. 2. Linearization of the dispersion model (dispersion source only).

which translates a nonlinear voltage , obtained from a parallel
L-R circuit, into current. The total drain current
of the proposed topology can be written as
(5)
where

and

are controlled by two voltages:
,
. The dispersion current source is set to
. The linearized small-signal representation of the
dispersion model is shown in Fig. 2.
Output related -parameters of the circuit are found to be

(6)

(7)
where
and
are the partial derivatives of the current
against
and
, respectively. Equation (6) nesource
glects the transit time , which only has an impact at millimeterand
wave frequencies. The parameters
are related by the integrability condition [16], since they derive
. The right terms
from a common current function
in (6) and (7) can easily be transformed into time domain using
. The
Fourier transformation and the Dirac pulse function
resulting pulse responses
and
of the linearized
drain current due to a change in controlling voltages are
(8)
(9)
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Fig. 3. Incorporation of several dispersion sources within the large-signal model topology.

The equivalent circuit satisfies the initial assumption of a
single-pole circuit response, i.e., (8) and (9) equal (3) and (4) for
,
,
,
, and
,
can be defined as the corner frequency of the
where
dispersion effect. The dispersion time constant can therefore be
.
controlled by an appropriate choice of
B. Multiple Dispersion Sources
Individual dispersion effects with different time constants can
now be incorporated in the model by using several dynamic
sources in parallel (Fig. 3).
The total drain current now is
(10)
where

is the number of dispersion sources and
(11)

lead to
is the current attributed to dispersion source .
the respective time constants of dispersion source .
The parallel placement of several dispersion sources and the
current definition of (11) will lead to a total drain current in
, where
the frequency domain of for
are the corner frequencies of the individual
dispersion sources as deduced above. The dispersion sources
, that
are numbered with increasing corner frequency
. Small-signal conductances of the circuit
means
result accordingly.
III. EXTRACTION PROCEDURE
In addition to an accurate drain current model, the complete
transistor model will also have to describe reactive effects in the
device, e.g., nonlinear gate capacitance. In the case of transistors
fabricated with a Schottky contact, nonlinear gate current will be
included. The dispersion model therefore is embedded into a full
large-signal FET equivalent circuit [17]. Here, we concentrate
on the extraction of the dispersive drain current model.
Many different model equations have been developed for description of nonlinear drain current characteristics in HFETs.
Among the most popular analytical expressions are the Curtice–Ettenberg [18], Angelov/Chalmers [19], and Tajima [20]
models. The dispersion model approach described here is not

restricted to a particular current equation. In fact, different expressions could be employed for the nonlinear current characteristics, provided simulation convergence is met for their combination. Here we use a modified COBRA model [21] and extract parameter sets for all drain current characteristics required
in the dispersion model. This compact and efficient expression
has been proven to be well suited to describe drain current nonlinearities in HFETs [17] as well as in RF metal–oxide–semiconductor FETs [22], [23].
The static model is derived from dc drain current measurements. In terms of dispersion, the drain current under all control
voltage conditions reaches the value where all dynamic current
contributions have disappeared: channel temperature adjusts to
static power, trap occupation settles at an equilibrium between
caption and re-emission, interface states reach an equilibrium
occupation, and impact ionization can build up for high enough
become
field strengths. In the model, all dispersion voltages
zero. Depending on the technology and its effective thermal conduction, static characteristics experience self-heating to a more
or less pronounced extend. In the GaAs pHEMT under static
and very low frequency conditions, the approach taken in [24]
is adopted.
A. Dynamic IV From Pulsed-IV Measurements
, short
Originating from a quiescent point
with pulse length
pulses to a voltage condition
and period
are applied to the device for measuring
over the whole IV
the current at . Thus, when sweeping
for the device to replane and providing a large enough
gain its static condition after each pulse, one obtains dynamic
IV characteristics, which will be a function of the pulse width
.
and the quiescent condition
Dispersion effects with time constants larger than the pulse
width will not adapt rapidly enough to the new voltage conditions and are therefore eliminated from the resulting IV characteristics. The measurement system used here is an Accent Diva
D225 pulsed IV analyzer, capable of delivering pulses as short as
s to the device. Plotting the drain current in a certain voltage point versus pulse width yields the transient pulse
response of the device (see Fig. 7). One observes a current response corresponding to two exponentially decaying functions
s and
s. The function
with time constants
used to describe this behavior is
(12)
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Fig. 4. Modeled dynamic IV characteristics of a 2 20 m GaAs pHEMT
based on pulsed measurements with different pulse widths.

Applying this function over the whole IV plane results in two
nonlinear dynamic current sources and . Trapping and detrapping effects are mainly associated with the short time constant dispersion, whereas the large time constant effect is usually associated with thermal dispersion. Since the two time constants are separated by about two orders of magnitude, it is also
to be attributed to the pulsed IV characteristic
possible for
obtained with medium pulse widths, where the dispersion effect(s) responsible for the fast change in current have adapted
and allowed the current to settle at the intermediate value before the final change due to the dispersion effect with a larger
time constant. In the case of the GaAs pHEMT, this is true for
s
pulse widths of
s

(13)

The second dispersion source describes the current characteristics obtained with minimum pulse widths
s

(14)

The model is extracted from and will be valid under a “hot,”
i.e., conducting and saturated, quiescent condition, corresponding to a class A operation of the device. The resulting IV
and
of a 2 20 m GaAs device are
characteristics for
shown in Fig. 4 together with the static curves.
The dependence of pulsed-IV characteristics on the choice
of the quiescent point constitutes a limitation to the validity of
the model, in the same manner as a conventional nondispersive
model based purely on pulsed-IV data. Dedicated models have
to be extracted for the simulation of e.g., startup transients and
pulsed amplifiers.
B. Dynamic IV From Trans- and Output Conductance
The use of pulsed IV measurements allows for the exclusion
of dispersion effects with time constants larger than the minimum pulse length. Some dispersion effects, however, like impact ionization current, show time constants orders of magnitude smaller, with corresponding cutoff frequencies lying in the
upper megahertz range.
Another method for obtaining dynamic IV characteristics
and output
is the use of small-signal transconductance

Fig. 5. Dynamic IV obtained from numerical integration of multibias transconductance and output conductance information for frequencies beyond 5 GHz.
(Top) GaAs pHEMT. (Bottom) InP pHEMT. Comparison to pulsed-IV with
0.1 s pulse width (dotted lines).

conductance
, obtained from multibias -parameter
measurements at microwave frequencies [25], [26]. Many
excellent models have been built using table-based splines [27].
and
should result
Since, even at microwave frequencies,
from linearization of a nonlinear drain-source current in the
transistor, it makes sense to represent this current by the same
analytical expression used for modeling static and pulsed-I–V
characteristics, i.e., the COBRA model. One therefore uses
numerical integration of the small-signal information to obtain
dynamic IV
(15)
and
have been obtained independently from
Since
individual small-signal measurements, a path dependence of the
numerical integration and with it a quantifiable error to the resulting dynamic IV behavior is introduced. The integration path
and quiescent current
at point
for integration are chosen in order to minimize the global relative deand
and the partial
viation between the measured
derivatives of the dynamic current. In practice, the integration
error increases towards the boundaries, notably in the linear and
subthreshold operating regimes. Global validity is therefore limited. This method leads to the IV characteristics shown in Fig. 5.
For the InP device, the optimum quiescent point for integraV. The integration
tion was below threshold and at
and
direction on the meapath used alternating steps in
sured voltage grid. For the GaAs device, integration originated
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Fig. 6. “Hot” quiescent condition for numerical integration introduces essentially a shift in threshold voltage to the IV characteristics, shown here for the
GaAs device.

at subthreshold and
V with alternating steps on the
voltage grid. Fig. 6 shows the IV characteristics obtained for the
GaAs device when integration originates in a “hot” quiescent
condition with an integration path which first follows constant
, then constant
on the measured voltage grid. The result
is essentially a shift of the threshold voltage.
In both the GaAs and the InP device, a significant difference
between the dynamic IV obtained from pulsed measurements
with minimum pulse width and those obtained from numerical
integration is observed. In the GaAs pHEMT, the main effect can
clearly be linked to the onset of impact ionization at high drain
potentials, which has disappeared in the numerically integrated
characteristics. The InP device also shows reduced output conductance in the numerically integrated characteristics. However,
here the physical effect responsible might be impact ionization
or the formation of parasitic channels. Being of empirical nature, the presented modeling method allows for physical interpretation only in the sense of interpreting the impact of dispersion effects with different time constants on drain current characteristics, e.g., the reduction of output conductance. The physical nature of individual dispersion effects is not considered.
IV. MODEL VERIFICATION
Model implementation is straightforward, since the equivalent circuit consists of purely electrical elements, mainly
voltage-controlled current sources. At present, the model is
fully implemented into the Agilent ADS design environment
and can be used for small- and large-signal simulations in the
frequency and time domain. As mentioned before, the full
model contains all typical HFET elements, mainly the nonlinear gate-source and gate-drain capacitance and gate diodes.
In terms of dispersion, three dispersion circuit branches
are included.
A. Time Domain
First, the model is used in a transient analysis to simulate the
step response of the drain current. The result is shown together
with measured values in Fig. 7 for the GaAs-based device. As
derived in the modeling approach, the model answers with exponentially decaying current characteristics in the time domain, of
which two are visible on the microsecond time scale. Comparison
to the measured values shows excellent agreement. In qualitative

Fig. 7. Transient step response of drain current when stepping from Q =
(0 V; 2 V) to A1 = (0:8 V; 3:5 V) and A2 = (0:2 V; 0:6 V). Measurement
(dots) and modeled values (lines).

terms, this confirms the modeling approach and the assumption of
exponential dispersion characteristics. In quantitative terms, the
agreement between measurement and model confirms the suitability of the employed nonlinear current expression.
B. Frequency Domain
The model is also used for simulating -parameters and comparing them to measurements. For both the GaAs- and the InPbased device, bias conditions are chosen where the impact of
frequency dispersion is important. Dispersion effects show up
and
. Fig. 8 shows the GaAs pHEMT binoticeably in
V
V . Fig. 9 is for the InP device biased in
ased in
V
V , which corresponds to
a more typical point
in this technology. In its implemented
maximum gain
form, the model allows one to disable the dispersion part and to
attribute purely static or purely dynamic characteristics to the re. These nondismaining (nondispersive) current source
persive characteristics are also included in the graphs. The comparison of simulated and measured data therefore both validates
the model and allows one to investigate the influence of dispersion on the device and circuit level (see Section V).
The -parameter characteristics, when translated into -parameters, correspond to the frequency response derived in (6)
and (7), confirming the exponential nature even of those dispersion effects with very small time constants. The qualitative difference stems from the fact that a linearized large-signal model
will never be as accurate as the corresponding small-signal
model in a particular bias point. In fact, using the small-signal
model, one can perfectly match the model to the measured
-parameters. The time constant/corner frequency of the third
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Fig. 8. Measured and modeled S -parameters (50 MHz–50 GHz) of the GaAs
pHEMT under bias conditions Q = (0:2 V; 3:9 V). Effects of dispersion on
S
and S are enlarged and compared to models based on purely static and
purely dynamic drain current characteristics. (Bottom) Real parts of output related Y -parameters in the lower frequency range.

dispersion source which describes the microwave frequency IV
characteristics is derived from the -parameters and found to
be
MHz
MHz

(16)
(17)

At moderate frequencies, trans- and output conductance are
and
, respectively. These
derived from the real parts of
data, together with the comparison to the full dispersion model
and nondispersive models, are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for both
devices. Below , the nondispersive dynamic model deviates
in output conductance by up to 42% for the GaAs device and
48% for the InP device, while transconductance is not significantly altered by this high-frequency dispersion effect.
V. VALIDATION IN MMIC PERFORMANCE
Based on the model, a traveling-wave MMIC has been
designed and fabricated [28] using a power variant of the
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Fig. 9. S -parameters (50 MHz–50 GHz) of the InP pHEMT under bias conditions Q = (0:1 V; 2:8 V) in a comparison to models based on dispersive as
well as purely static and purely dynamic drain current characteristics. (Bottom)
Real parts of output related Y -parameters in the lower frequency range.

GaAs pHEMT technology whose active devices have an
of 75 GHz. The MMIC has dual functionality: it can serve as
ultrabroadband mixer or variable gain amplifier (VGA). The
analysis of both operation types requires a nonlinear model.
The dispersion part of the model uses two dynamic sources
reflecting multiple pulse-width IV characteristics of the transistors, in addition to the static one. This ensures maximum
global validity, since dynamic IV from numerical integration
contains inaccuracies in the linear and subthreshold regimes, as
explained in Section III-B.
A. MMIC Design and Realization
Cascode amplifier cells with variable current-voltage feedback, realized by an FET biased in its linear operating region,
are used in an eight-stage distributed circuit configuration
(Fig. 10). Input and output of the cascodes as well as the
feedback transistor gate are embedded into inductive microstrip
lines, forming artificial 50- transmission lines and leading
to the well-known bandwidth enhancement of traveling-wave
circuits.
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Fig. 10. Distributed circuit topology for mixer and VGA operation. Eight cascode stages with resistive source feedback are embedded into inductive transmission
lines.

By applying a local oscillator drive to the feedback line the
device may be operated as a mixer, exhibiting measured conversion loss of 2 dB in a bandwidth exceeding 50 GHz. Variable gain amplification is obtained by applying a controlling
bias to the feedback line. The gain can be controlled between
5–12 dB with a near-constant bandwidth of up to 43 GHz. The
current–voltage feedback topology is particularly challenging
for the model quality in terms of frequency dispersion. It uses
a scaled transistor (T3) biased in its linear operating region to
obtain the feedback effect. Here, dispersion effects show significant differences between static and dynamic IV characteristics.
For small-signal analysis, an accurate prediction of the bias situation is required in order to linearize the device in a region where
both its trans- and output conductance are highly nonlinear and
dispersive. Under large-signal conditions, e.g., for mixer operation, the feedback FET is driven between linear, knee, and saturated regimes.
B. Circuit Performance
The model has been shown to predict amplifier gain and bandwidth and, more importantly, mixer conversion gain to a high
degree of accuracy [29]. It was also shown that the model allows
to correctly analyze power-added effiency (PAE) due to its inherent capability of predicting dynamic gain and gain compression together with static power consumption. However, the error
introduced to PAE by purely static or purely dynamic IV models
is not very pronounced, since the MMIC, designed for high-frequency operation, uses small gate width devices whose IV characteristics show only a moderate impact of, e.g., self-heating.
However, a significant impact on circuit simulation using
nondispersive models is observed in the gain versus control
voltage (gate bias of feedback transistor T3) characteristics. Fig. 11 shows small-signal gain versus control voltage at
. Bias conditions for maximum gain are
V
25 GHz
V (gate voltage of transistor
(drain supply),
V, and
V. T3 therefore operates
T1),

Fig. 11. Amplifier gain versus control voltage at 25 GHz. Only the dispersion
model is capable of predicting correct gain in different bias regimes.

in its linear region. The total supply current is 134 mA (model
prediction is 131 mA). The purely dynamic model’s prediction
deviates from measurements when T3 is biased in regions of
large differences between static and dynamic characteristics.
The static model correctly describes gain reduction but deviates
in total gain since it undervalues the feedback effect resulting
from the output conductance of T3.
VI. CONCLUSION
The presented nonlinear frequency dispersion model is developed for the efficient simulation of MMIC systems under
broadband linear as well as nonlinear operating conditions. It
is universally applicable to dispersive HEMT technologies, enabling the inclusion of individual dispersion effects with different time constants. The model extraction procedure is based
on data from standard measurement techniques. The compact
dispersion model is integrated into a standard nonlinear FET
equivalent circuit. Being fully implemented into a circuit simulation environment, it is found to accurately predict device behavior and full MMIC characteristics from dc up to microwave
frequencies, including the transition between individual dispersion states.
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